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WSU inaugurates Kegerreis as second president 

BY FRANK SALSBURG so many students acting as remained. One usher complained community. ed at 3:58 pm with Robert news editor 
ushers and not one in jeans. of arriving three hours early and Speaking for the students was Kegerreis taking the oath of 
Administrators with walkie­ High on the side of the gym TV finding no one who knew what Bill Roberts, student caucus office as WSU's second presi­
talkies buzzed about. camera persons perched on a he/she was supposed to do. chairer; for the faculty, Ira Fritz, dent. 
The largest assemblage of temporary platform calmly Discovery was made at the last vice-president of the faculty; and Kegerreis then delivered his 
faculty in m~ny years waited awaiting events. moment that a seating section for the alumni Darrell Vickei:s, inaugural address, with the title 
"The University in the Uncertainnext door in the auxiliary gym. Shortly after the scheduled had not been provided for guests president of the alumni associ­
In a small back room, WSU TV starting time of 3 pm the WSU for the library dedication. ation. Seventies". 
personnel finished checking over symphonic band began to pla,y, When the ceremony began, Also delivering greetings were As part of that address 
mounds of equipment they had and the dual ceremony, inaugura­ however, the confusion lifted and James Norton, chancellor for the Kegerreis revealed WSU had 
brought up the. hill. ting WSU's new president and events proceeded smoothly. Ohio Board of Regents, and John been the recipient of the largest 
Students acting as ushers dedicating the new library, The actual inauguration was Gilligan, governor of Ohio. gift in history, $500,000 for the 
finished showing guests to their began. proceeded by a series of greeting The investiture ceremony was new medical school. 
seats and waited, talking of sore Months of planning preceded to the new president from conducted by Robert Oelman, The library dedication followed 
feet, and marveling at what one the event, but even to the last representatives of various seg­ chairer of the WSU Board of immediately after the Presi­
called x the "unrealistic" sight of moment, traces of confusion ments of the WSU and Ohio Trustees. The ceremony conclud- [ Continued on page 2] 
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WSU medical school I 
may take bad turn 
BY WAYNE WENNING 
staff reporter 
The condition of WSU's medical 
school may soon take a turn for 
the worse. 
News leaks from a sub-commit­
tee of Gov John J Gilligan's task 
fow~ on health care in Ohio 
report the sub-committee will 
recommend the WSU medical 
school be shelved. The leaks say 
the sub-committee will recom­
mend the state help solve the 
shortage of general practice 
physicians by expanding already 
existing medical schools instead 
of building new ones. 
The task force's recommenda­
tions, no matter what they are, 
will have no force of law. The 
whole report or any part of it 
could be ignored or used by the 
governor, state legislators, or 
Chancellor of the Board of Re­
gents, John Norton, to push for 
passage of a comprehensive 
health legislation program for 
Ohio. 
Both Gilligan and Norton, who 
were at WSU Tuesday for the 
inauguration of Dr Robert 
Kegerreis as WSU President, 
refused to express any pro or con 
feelings towards the WSU 
medical school. 
Norton said he was neutral to­
wards the proposal until the task 
force released its report. 
The governor, last spring, 
signed legislation appropriating 
operating funds and capital 
improvement money for the 
WSU medical school. When 
asked if his signature meant he 
supported the WSU plan, 
Gilligan said, "I indicated I was 
going to give it tacit approval 
and wait until the report of the 
committee on the subject." 
But when asked if he thought it 
appropriate to jerk funding from 
WSU after planning for the med­
ical school started, the governor 
said, "I don't know that anyone 
said the operating money cannot 
be taken away from the Univer­
sity, but wsu may run into 
trouble in getting the regents to 
approve the release of the capital 
funds, if the sub-committee 
report is unfavorable to the 
medical school. 
Even if the regents thumb down 
the capital improvement money, 
WSU still may receive the funds. 
A number of Dayton area legis­
lators have indicated they would 
introduce legislation when the 
state assembly reconvenes this 
January to release the funds. 
The University has another in­
fluential friend in trustee mem­
ber Paul Tipps, who is also 
chairer of the Montgomery 
County Democratic party. Tipps 
said he has "specific plans" to 
discuss the medical school with 
the governor at length in the 
near future. 
"I can't think of anything more 
important and vital to the com­
munity." He referred to the facts 
that the WSU medical school 
would turn out more general 
practitioners and give minorities 
a chance for education in Ohio 
which they don't have now. 
Tipps said "the (task force's) 
preliminary report is now out. I'll 
review that and discuss it with 
the governor and present argu­
ments for the medical school. 
Everyone's working for it." 
Opposition to the WSU medical 
school on the sub-committee 
level, according to newspaper 
accounts, centers on three people 
who are associated with the Ohio 
State or University of Cincinnati 
medical schools. But one of the 
people named in accounts as 
spearheading the · drive in the 
sub-committee, Dr Edward Gall 
of the UC medical school, termed 
the account a "distinct false­
hood." 
[Continued on page 3] 
Gov Gilligan gave President Kegerreis an Ohio Pin but advised him not to wear it in Michigan. 
[lnderreiden photo] 
would ever dream of doing that." 
The medical school has begun 
already, according to Kegerreis. Medical school receives $500,000 from Fordham Foundation 
WSU has received operating 
BY FRANK SALSBURG inauguration of Robert Keger­ assist in the establishment of the Thomas B Fordham, an execu­
funds for the school for the next news editor reis as WSU's second president. Medical School. tive at the Frigidaire Division of 
two years and is using it to plan The WSU Medical school, cur­ Kegerreis, as part of his inaug­ The gift came from the Thomas General Motors. 
for the first entering class rently the center of renewed ural address, revealed that WSU B Fordham Foundation of "Mr Fordham was vitally inte­
scheduled to begin either next controversy, received a big boost had received a $500,000 gift, the Dayton. The foundation was rested in education and was a 
fall or the fall of 1975. Kegerreis Tuesday in the midst of the largest ever reeeived by WSU, to established in memory of [Continued on page 2] 
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Kegerreis speaks of future 
BY TOM SNYDER 
managing editor 
WSU President Robert Keger­
reis, in his inaugural address, 
charged his WSU audience to 
meet the "uncertain seventies" 
with "expressions of confidence 
and strong resolve." 
"This is not an occasion today 
for wringing hands or for crying 
wolf," he said. "Wright State is 
still brimming with youthful 
vigor." 
Discussing the relationship be­
tween WSU and the community, 
Kegerreis said, "There is a dem­
onstrated record of consistent 
public support for the Univer­
sity. A high level of community 
support continues today. 
"The state university must 
tread a precisely defined track. It 
is an educational istitution, not a 
social agency. It does not under­
take social action, it undertakes 
social research. It may study 
politics, but it should not be in 
politics. It may properly study 
religions, but it may not preach. 
"Only by being responsible and 
accountable can the university 
maintain its public support, while 
avoiding absolute public control." 
Big brother was watching Tuesday during the presidents inauguration. [Inderrieden photo l Kegerreis outlined four goals 
for WSU -­
"To refine our undergraduate 
programs, to enlarge judiciously 
our graduate programs, toGilligan calls for reassessment 
develop greater capabilities in 
the health sciences, and to make 
BY TOM SNYDER he pulled down a book of Chaucer cisions in the past two years. Is significant strides in offering life­
managing editor and read The Nuns' Preist Tale. this enough? Of course it isn't long educational opportunity at 
Calling for a "time for real Fortunately, the first exam ques­ enough. But the people of Ohio Wright State." 
assessment" of higher education, tion are ready to do more."was "What can you tell "We have a state supported
Governor John J Gilligan spoke about Chaucer's Nuns' Priest Gilligan praised the people of community college in Dayton
at the dedication ceremony Tale?" Ohio for approving the income (Sinclair) which has effectively
honoring WSU's new library. "I dazzled them, absolutely tax by 69 per cent. absorbed what would have been 
"In the space of ten years," said He called for "no more empire dazzled them," said Gilligan. a considerable growth in our
Gilligan, "Ohio doubled the num­ building" in higher education. "To the students who have freshmen and sophomore classes.
ber of students enrolled in uni­ access to this new library "I believe the role that Wright-­ "Not having to care for further
versities. At the same time, the wander around at random; you'll State is going to play in the expansion at the entry end of our 
state appropriations increased probably do as well that way as future of Ohio and the future of system leaves us free to respond
sevenfold. the people of the Miami Valley isany other." more exactingly to expanding
"The dollar commitments have very great indeed."Gilligan spoke about his needs at the graduate level."
continued to go up." He said advances made at WSUcampaign for Cincinnati City Regarding WSU's new medical
Gilligan added, "Education is in the past decade "are dazzling Council over 15 years ago. school, Kegerreis said, "There
what it's all about for the indi­ and portend much for theHe said he was just about .to has been nothing in my exper­
vidual. We are setting in the future."finish the hard work in obtaining ience in higher education in
classrooms today the outer limits his doctorate when he ran for 
of what this society can achieve City Council.
in the next 30 or 40 years. "I got elected, to my surprise Med school gift"We owe it to ourselves to and horror, and to the horror of 
reassess what kind of an effort my constituents some years establishment of the Fordham 
we're willing to make." [Contfuued from page 1]later." He never did finish his Medical Library at the new 
The library dedication program doctorate. civic leader in Dayton," accord­ school. was altered slightly so Gilligan Now he is Governor, and he said ing to Chester Finn, a trustee of Noting in his speech the highwould have time to speak and fly he received eight honorary the foundation. "His family be­ level of community support WSU to the airport in a helicopter. doctorates in 18 months. "You lieves the Wright State Medical has had since its establishment 
"I have been identified with can hit the books if you want, but School is a fitting way to perpet­ ten years ago Kegerreis added, 
certain unidentified flying ob­ there's another way to academic uate those interests." "This gift, coming as it does be­
jects before," said Gilligan, "and achievement." Kegerreis indicated during his fore we have launched any kind I don't want to, today." Gilligan spoke of the people's speech that the money, with the of conerted fund drive, or any
Gilligan was referring to a UFO decision to increase appropria­ concurrence of Miami and Cen­ active solicitation, is exception­
sighting which he and his wife tions to education through the tral State, will be used for the ally significant. 
reported last summer. new income tax. He said they in­
Gilligan began his speech by creased state support to primary 
telling ,an ancedote about sfudy­ and secondary educ:i.tion 57 per
ing for his comprehensive exam cent. 
for his masters in literature. "We the people of Ohio have 

He said he was waiting in the made some very significant de­
library r.or the test to begin when 
 Old English Atmosphere 
Entertainment by 
"MADRIGAL SINGERS" 
Candlelight, Yule Log, Holly, Wassail Bowl, 
Boar's Head, Flaming Pudding and more 
which I have believed more 
deeply or been more confident." 
Kegerreis said the University 
"must keep trying" to make 
higher education available and 
attractive to nonconventional 
students. 
"Both Wright State and I are 
used to uncertainty, to stress and 
to success tempered by occasion­
al failure. We look to the remain­
der of the uncertain seventies, 
not with apprehension or timid­
ity, but with an actual eagerness 
to begin the University's second 
decade. 
"I pledge myself to the task, and 
I call on all those assembled here 
for their support." 
Kegerreis 

inaugurated 

[Continued from page 1] 
dent's address. 
Gilligan, departing from his text 
somewhat, praised the achieve­
ments of WSU since its founding 
but did not mention the new 
medical school or the half million 
dollar gift. 
After Gilligan left, a slide tour 
of the new $5 million dollar 
facility took place, flashed 
simultaneously on screens at 
both ends of the gym. Ronald 
Fromeyer, Dean of the Library, 
conducted the tour. 
Footnote on the event was 
provided by one usher who 
scanned the crowd and said, "Its 
pretty strange. All the biggies 
are here, and no students." 
EuroMed 

may oner RI via 

overseas training 

For the session starting Fall, 1974, 
Euro med will assist qualified Amer­
ican students in gaining admission 
to recognized overseas medical 
schools. 
And that's just the beginning. 
Since the language barrier constitutes 
the preponderate difficulty in succeed­
ing at a foreign school. the Euromed 
program also includes an intensi ve 
12 week medical and conversational 
language course , mandatory for all 
students. Five hours daily , 5 days per 
week {12-16 weeks) the course is 
given in the country where the student 
will attend medical school. 
In addition . Euromed provides stu­
dents with a 12 week intensive cul ­
t u r a I orientation program . with 
American students now studying medi· 
cine in that particular country serving 
as counselors . 
Senior or graduate students currently 
enrolled in an American university are 
eligible to participate in the Euromed 
] 
program. 
Students $4.00 For application and further 
information, phone toll free, Faculty, Staff, and Community $5. 75 (800) 645-1234 
December 7 - 6:30 pm or write, 
The University Center Euromed, Ltd. 
170 Old Country Road 
Mineola, N.Y . 11501Phone reservations - Ext 523 
~ovember 29, 1973 Guardia I . 
Roberts looks.at WSU problems 

blacks, has not been successful."'BY FRANK SALSIURG University Center. 
news editor He noted .that blacks constitute "It is necessary to talk of theless than one-tenth of oneCalling for solutions to the prob­ need for increased socialpercent of the faculty at WSU,lems facing WSU, Bill Roberts, programs for the students atalthough composing five percentchairer of student caucus, gave Wright State University," saidof the student body.greetings to WSU's new Roberts.Roberts indicated his election aspresident, Robert Kegerreis at 
chairer of student caucus was He called University supportTuesday's inauguration cere­
indicative of a change on the part for campus activities inadequatemony. 
of students at WSU. "No longer and called for increased funding"We must address ourselves to 
are students content with to improve campus news media.these problems as we look 
inaction on the part of their Roberts closed by makingforward to the future at Wright 
student leaders." pledge for the student body,State under the direction of 
Added Roberts, "We must take "This student body will giveRobert J Kegerreis," said 
this concept of change to the their energies and efforts toRoberts. 
university level.'t make the second adminstration aRoberts praised the new 
He called for increased facilities positive landmark in themedical school, calling it one of 
for handicapped students, includ­ academic history of Wright Statethe most innovative in the 
ing the building of the tunnel University."country and adding, "We are all 
between Fawcett Hall and theeagerly looking forward to the 
birth of that school as a mark of 
the progressive and innovative WSU .medical school 
thinking that can symbolize [Continued from page 1] vinced. . .this plan of ours is 
Wright State." meeting the most conspicuous
Gall said he has been ill for theTurning to academics Roberts need for health care in Ohio,"
past two months and has beencalled on Kegerreis to help Kegerreis said. 
unable any of themaintain local and state support to attend "I can't imagine the governor's
recent sub-committee meetingsfor more masters level and 'the task force will challenge the fact
and has no knowledge of the sub­start of interdisciplinary doctoral the most conspicuous need is for
committee's recommendations.programs at WSU. "It is of primary care (general practice)
Gall said he doesn't "thinkprimary importance," said Rob­ physicians...That guy or girl will
they're (new medical schools)erts, "that our programs grow as be the key to health care for the
necessary" but said actively Charlie Byrd, classicly trained jazz guitarist, and his triO, will we grow." next 30 years.
opposing them "is another ques­ appear at WSU Saturday, 8 pm as part of the Artist andCalling for improvement of "If you believe that, I don't see
tion." Lecture series.WSU's image in the Miami how you can find fault with our 
Valley, Roberts stated, "Our Kegerreis: .as well a~ other plan," Kegerreis said. 
Affirmative Action Program, WSU adm1mstrators, disagrees 
with regard to the hiring of with Gall's views. "I am con­
· :;:;:;:;:;:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:;:.:;:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:~:~:~:~:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~:: UCB sponsors POP, madrigal dinner 
A little bit of everything is the basketball game. Otherwise beer The singers will entertain be-
keynote as the University Center will be 15 cents. fore and after dinner, which will 
Board prepares for its second POP will run from 9 pm - 1 am be served in the old EnglishFabulous annual POP (pay-one-price night) with admission for all events $1. style, with wassail and a glazed 
in the UC this Saturday. Also upcoming · on the UCB boars head. 
The event, being held in con­ agenda is a Christmas Madrigal Tickets for the dinner, which 
junction with the first home bas­ Dinner, Dec 7 in the center. are available in limited numbers 
ketball game of the year, will also The evening, dedicated to only, can be bought at the ticketHoliday honor the inauguration of WSU's Christmas in the old English counter in the University Center. 
new president, Robert Keger­ style, will feature entertainment Cost is $4 per person for stu­
reis. by the WSU Chamber Singers. dents, $5.75 for faculty and staff. 
As part of the evening's festivi­
ties Roger and the Human BodySavings Students number parking rowswill be making a return visit to WSU and play in the Center senior. "It has to be completed byFinding your car in the feature­cafeteria. the end of the quarter," addedless WSU parking lots may be aMovies in rooms 041, 043, 045, Julie Roll, freshman.little easier soon if a group of on will feature a cartoon festival, The actual idea, according toWSU students has anything to"The Vagabond" by Charlie the group, came from Ahrendt,say about it.Chaplin, and "Good Ole Corn" who explained its genesis. "IThe group, all members of Drwith the Keystone Cops. couldn't find my VW in the rainGene Eakins' Speech 131 class,In the bookstore lobby will be a one day. I was going up and downare going to erect plastic signssurprise video tape showing. the rows..." numbering the parking rows inRathskeller entertainment will Once they had the idea, thethe Allyn Hall Band C lots.feature appearances by three group had to work its wayGift Books! "We're doing it for the better­belly dancers, followed by folk­ through the University bureauc­ment of WSU," said freshmansingers. racy to put the idea into action.Kurt Ahrendt, one of eight stu­Upstairs in the Upper Hearth Ahrendt indicated that thedents involved in the project.Lounge will be an Arts and safety department and the signMembers of the group ex­Crafts display. committee were both very coope­Savings up to 80"/,,. plained that the idea came about· Free popcorn and peanuts will rative in getting the projectas a result of a class project. "Webe available, as well as one free going. The sign committee pro­have to do a social action pro­beer with a ticket stub from the vided the funds to make theject," explained Beth Hiles,~~~ Limited Quantities! t signs. 
"It's like an experimental thing. 
They said that if it works out·.::. ::: DAYTON AREAS-Mosr :'The Vi Iloge:::====··~.: ~.:}.=·.=.:: well they'll continue it," added 
~ l Hiles.
~=~Just fo time for Christmas gift-giving! An exciting, new :~:~ Sometime this week the blue 
::: collection of the kind of books you've always wanted to ::: :. The Village signs will be going up on everyFeaturing: 1'::: buy--now at very special low, lo~ prices! These are all new ;::: · existing pole in the B and C 
::: books--in a wide variety of subjects--specially purchased for ::: DISC Jocky Music 
I 
areas. 
;:: your selection! For a short time only! ::: Huge Lighted Dance Floor The Village 
FREE ABORTIONVery Reasonable Prices 
The Village Information 
111 ________ Ill Tues: Ladies' N~ght 
-call,The Village 
CINCilfflATI WOMEN•S .Wed.~ :Men's Night The Village SERVICES :r 
The VillageIll . II 
for:::: Wr1ght State •=;~;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: ::: ·Thurs: Beer Night The Village. 
'Pregnancy Term1nation 
The Village
Sun: Beer Blast Tlie Village Professiona.l Counseling 
Free Birth Control InformationUniversity Bookstore 
located close to 330 E Dayton Dr 
Wright State U ,• fairborn 513-961-5544 ·,'Lower Level, University Center • or 961-0404OPEN til 2:30 am 879-3741 
7 Nights A Week _,• Non-Profit Organtz.atton 
Guardian 

OPINION 
Task force too late 
There appears to be no real reason for the 
political battle brewing anew over the WSU 
medical school. 
After much debate the state legislature 

gave the go ahead for the school. 

Governor Gilligan, despite voiced doubts, 

signed the legislation, which he could have 

used his line veto on, giving WSU the reason­

able feeling that the medical school was a 

reality. 

Now the Governor's committee on health 

care, apparently under the impetus of the 

established medical schools, i s rumored to 

be ready to oppose the medical school. 

It appears to us to be a case of too 

little, too late. It is far beyond the time 

when the medical school should have to worry 

about its existence. 

Congratulations to Dr Kegerreis and the 

rest of the WSU administrators for sensibly 

keeping their cool and trying to avoid an 

unnecessary political fight. 

by wayne wenntngMessage to Kegerreis 
Congratulations are in order to Dr 	 Robert I Amatter of prestige IKegerreis for his inauguration as WSU's 
second president. While it may still be too It's business as usual in the could be the matter of prestige. graduating specialized doctors 
as Ignoring the primary criteria of and setting up expensive re­early to tell, Dr Kegerreis' performance Executive Wing of Allyn Hall as 
merit, medical schools are just search facilities for training theWSU president so far has been worthy of the the higher echelons of the Uni­
about the most prestigious specialists. The two schoolsversity administration go abouthonor bestowed upon him at Tuesday's inau­	 university tres­the task of getting the WSU academic program a 	 might feel this would be guration ceremonies. 	 medical school ready to admit its can have. And it's quite po~sible passing on their turf. 
. As he begins his term, which we hope 	 first class during the fall of 1974 the universities that do . have The WSU medical school could 
or 1975. medical schools would like to be turned into a political footballwill be a long and fruitful one, the GUARDIAN 
club as small as by either Gov John J Gilligan,A search committee is going keep thewishes to offer this message: students are the state legislature, or both. about its work, looking for a dean possible.desirous and anxious to present their views, for the new college. Plans for More importantly, the area of The health task force is just an 
they need only be made able to do so for facilities and the hiring of faculty conflict could be drawn over advisory body. Its report will 
their relationship with the President to be are being worked on. money. It's uncertain as to have no force except that which 
a good one. Mandatory open meetings are fine, There's only one problem--there exactly how much money will be members of the executive and 
may not be a medical school at available in the near future in 	 legislative branches give it. Or but they are not the only means of 	communica­ WSU except on paper. Ohio for the education of doctors. 	 don't give it. tion. A sub-committee of the And the two schools possibly feel Gilligan has been coy about his 
Finally, we wish Dr Kegerreis good luck Governor's task force on health that any appropriations going to feelings towards the establish­
during the corning years . care is expected to recommend a WSU medical school would be ment of two new medical schools 
that the two new medical schools money that would ordinarily end in the state. He tried, to a certain 
at WSU and the Norhteast Ohio up in their budgets. Therefore, a extent, to avoid getting involved 
Consortium) in the state not be WSU medical school, they might in the legislative battle last 
fear, could cause a financial spring over their establishment,built. Instead, the need for 
though he did sign the appropri­additional general practice phy­ crunch for them.No freshmen at games 
Finally, the WSU medical ation legislation when it wassicians in Ohio should be met by 
expansion of existing medical school program is fairly revolu­ passed. 
Rah, rah, rah! Sis boom bah! Basketball schools. tionary in concept. The capital The governor may be hiding his 
true for one of twoseason begins Saturday night. 	 If the sub-committee makes the outlay for the WSU is only six feelings 
million dollars, just peanuts as reasons. He has constantly reite­recommendations, WSU mayWho will be there? 
find itself becoming involved in far as medical schools go. And rated he wants to wait fo.r Certainly not any freshmen. the avowed purpose of the school medical task force, whose reportan academic shoving match and 
Thanks to the library, freshmen haven't being used as a political football is fairly unpretentious -- to turn is due in December, before 
received their ID cards yet which are needed by competing groups over who, if out only general practitioners. deciding on the justification for 
two new medical schools. Thatto acquire basketball tickets. 	 anyone, receives credit for im­ Since the WSU medical school is 
proving the quality and avail­ so unusual, administrators of may be his true feelings or he How can freshmen ever become involved in 	 may be waiting until he can de­ability of health care in the state. established medical schools 
extracurricular activities if WSU can't pro­	 shoving match might be justified in being tect any strong sentiment by theThe academic 
duce ID cards three months after the beginning would be between WSU and the sceptical over whether the WSU voters .on the matter of new 
of school. University of Cincinnati and Ohio plan would actually work. Also, medical schools in the state. 
when they regis­ State, the two schools in this the schools could possibly be One thing is true. There isSinclair receives their IDs 
area of the state that already worried whether the WSU medi­ strong sentiment for the WSUhave a TV contract.ter and they don't even have medical schools. cal school, once it is established, . medical school in the greaterBah! 0 ne possible sort of conflict might want to expand and begin Dayton area. Local Democratic 
and Republican leaders have ..-~----~------~~--------gori' What on She had SMALL. lJ'ever tr~ been elbowing each other out of
earth asma\l ACCIDE.NT?r t 'shave ~our th e way in issuing stronghappened accident. ~ow~!! armpits while statements the2 	 to Venus' on an LSD trip'? support ing for • 	 _..._arms, WSU plan the past two weeks. 
Gort?r Apparently both parties feel it's 
like being for motherhood and 
the flag, a safe issue to put them­
selves four square in favor of. 
Time, no doubt, they feel, would 
be much better spent in trying to 
just implement t he medical 
school instead of fighting to keep 
it alive. 
November 29, 1973 Guantlaa 5 
Nixon administration cuts back on social programs 

mittee and told how they made illegal corporateMs Marion Curtis, widow, 72, of Doylestown, Pa, 
campaign contributions. The going ra te wasenclosed a clipping from the Doylestown Intel­ $100,000, and it sounded like protection money. ligencer. Her sole income is $169 a month in social The funds were stuffed in satchels in $100 bills security and her rent $120. Under the rent and the stockholders were bilked by amusingsubsidy program she is theoretically eligible to 
bookkeeping devices. The courts fine the corpora­get half her rent in federal funds. But the Admini­
tions only $5,000 for this. Little attention is paid. TRB
stration, she writes, has frozen the funds. She 
from Washington How does it feel, folks, to live in a country wherevoted for Mr Nixon. The clipping says that there ® this kind of thing is taken for granted?are many other indigent victims of the freeze in 
Sinews of war came from the corporateBucks County. systematically to discredit it. Even he, however, establishment and ultimately support the statusHere is a clipping from the NY Times, Novem­ couldn't get a Republican congressperson to spon­ quo. The status has little to quo about. About oneber 8: A New York nutrition group asks a judge to sor his idea of making the elderly pay more for family in 10 is below or on the poverty line. Thehold the Agriculture Department in contempt for Medicare. lid is kept on by one of the meanest and most des­not starting a $40 million program to feed im­ The deepest, most fundamental cleavage in picable tax systems in the world. Here is apoverished pregnant women and young children. American politics, I believe is the clash between stenographer, for example, earing $150 a week,Congress voted the funds, but the Administration the rival claims of the public sector and the pri­ unmarried; she pays around $1060 in federal in­has impounded them. vate sector. Variations of the struggle stem back come taxes. Here is the President of the country,
a century, to States Rights for example, and anti­ Mr Nixon, who has theoretical taxable income of 
federalism, now sublimated into "revenue shar­"• • .President Nixon is $250,000 and paid only $878.03in1971. At least heing"--a Nixon formula to let Washington collect is charged with that and does not deny it. All per­
the money and pass it out to the states often at fectly legal; done through tax loopholes. (There isletting the US the expense of cities, counties and the poor. some question whether his donation of vice presi­
Watergate has obscured this fundamental dential papers for which he got $500,000 charit­
issue. Mr Nixon, unlike, Ike, came determined to able deduction was under the deadline, but that isCivil Rights Commission set the clock back. He was out to prove that 30 or a technicality.) There are tax loopholes for every­
40 years of New Deal welfarism are aberant, and body from President down if you have enough
that his New Federalism is the norm. He is'd. h . ' " money, and hire a good lawyer.ie on t e vine . .. sincere in this. I know and respect men around 
him like Treasury Secretary George Shultz and 
Next, consider an AP item from Indianapolis: HEW Secretary Caspar Weinberger, who are "The whole burden 
Father Hesburgh says President Nixon is letting intellient, attractive and dedicated. I may be 
the US Civil Rights Commission "die on the vine" wrong but I also think they are conservative doc­ of taxes is distorted 
by failing to appoint a new chairer, nearly one trinaries, whose views are dangerous. It is only 
year after forcing him out. Father Hesburgh is fair to note that they were supported by a against the wage-earned." 
president of the University of Notre Dame. Mr majority in 1972, or at least by a majority of those 
Nixon, after a brief fling at the so-callerl Minority who voted. Ms Curtis of Doylestown, cited above, The whole burden of taxes is distorted against 
Corporation program in 1969, has gone back to voted for Mr Nixon. the wage-earned. The tax rate on property is only 
the racial policy of benign neglect. It begins to look as though Watergate has 65 percent of that of wages. The tax rate on 
These are individual examples. They fit into a ruined the best chance of conservative revival in capital gains (profits from selling stocks and 
pattern desctibed by neutral Congressional Quar­ 40 years. Look at California: it just defeated Gov bonds, say) is only 50 percent of that on wages. 
terly as efforts of "the economy-minded Nixon Reagan's amendment to limit tax spending; like Preferential treatment of capital gains costs the 
Administration to halt or cut back on social pro­ Pickett's Charge this may have been the high­ Treasury $14 billion. The rest of us pay for it. 
grams." Few deny this goal. Pat Buchanan, White water mark of the conservative counter-revolu­ Philip Stern figures that almost all of the benefits 
House aide, wrote in February that if the Presi­ tion. The Reagan dream package would have goes to the riches 1 percent of the country; the 1 
dent "can begin dismantling the unwise and un­ saved taxes for the affluent by putting a limit on percent which, according to calculation, owned 40 
successful social programs" of the past, and de­ aid to schools, the sick, the elderly, the slums and percent of the nation's wealth in 1969. (Up from 30 
centralize government, "he will reverse a tide the poor. Mr Nixon wants to do that for the percent in 1959). 
that has been running for 40 years." nation. Congress could act. But who pays the campaign 
Exactly! Mr Nixon put ardent young Howard He almost got away with it too, except for costs of Congress? They are dependent for a 
Phillips in charge of the Office of Economic Oppor­ Watergate. He had powerful support. Of the significant part of their campaign contributions on 
tunity, which is supposed to fight poverty. The newspapers that took an editorial position in 1972, the rich. The tax reform bill is stalled in Congress. 
new head said OEO "underminded authority, an amazing 93 percent backed him. The corporate Andrew Mellon in 1924 said: "The prosperity of 
challenged the family, promoted the welfare ethic establishment backed him. All last week shame­ the middle classes depends on the good fortune 
and eroded democratic safeguards." He set out, faced executives paraded before the Ervin com- and light taxes of the rich." It's still the theory. 
Reverse discrimination is as bad 
as any other form of discrimina­
tion and should not be aided by 
the Guardian. 
department. Surely the main 
campus can be landscaped 
without sacrificing the rest of 
this campus. In this suburban 
sell 300,000 tons of wheat to 
Chile in August 1973 and last, 
but not least, the biased re­
p rting by the American press. 
Voices 
Sincerely, 
Samuel J Rosenarten 
area, a campus with wooded · 
areas should consider these areas 
priceless and treat them 
The last fact was established by 
independent studies made by 
Rutgers University published in 
from the To the editor: accordingly. If I may take the liberty of saying so, Dr Keggeris, 
December 1972, and by the Yale 
University Chilean Studies 
wilderness An open letter to Dr Keggeris. I am one of that small minority you seem to have two choices. Either you can bring this 
Group published in February 
1973. Both the Rutgers and the 
of WSU students that likes to department into line or you can Yale studies show the negative 
walk upon something other than rename it, Camp Destruction. bias of the American press from 
concrete or asphalt. I would like Surely, this would be more the time Allende was a candidate 
to ask you if you know about, or befitting than the name it holds for the Presidency until he was 
even care about, what is now, Campus Development. deposed by the military coup 
happening to the woods and d'etat last September. 
fields of this campus. James RStamper One could stress the point, of 
conference since your report was 
There is a department 
campus that seems 
on 
to 
this 
be To the editor: 
course, that rarely anything of a 
favorable nature is ever 
mostly bullshit. dedicated to the destruction of published about Latin America in 
To the editor: these woods and fields. This Dr Martin Arbagi's letter to the the US press. The Chilean Mili­
Sincerely, destruction is done for the Guardian on the bias of the lec­ tary J unta has the international 
[Addressed to Managing Editor 
Tom Snyder.] 
It was with some amusement 
Paul Fillo 
purpose of obtaining materials to 
landscape the area around your 
buildings and parking lots. Since 
tures on Chile during the first 
week of November at Wright 
State and his comment that there 
press under attack for what they 
consider unfair reporting and has 
expelled most foreign correspon­
that I read your "impressions" on 
the leadership conference. Tell 
Editor's 
referred 
note: The article 
to stated that the 
this campus says it is concerned 
about ecology, I would like to 
was nobody present to state the 
case against Allende deserves an 
dents from the country. They 
expect to solve the problems of 
me, Tom, just who are 
"student leaders" at WSU? 
the conference was sponsored by 
University ·Center Board, Inter­
ask you to go to the Achilles Hill 
area to view this destruction. 
answer. 
The reason why the lectures 
biased information about 
abroad once and for all. 
Chile 
You failed to mention who was 
present at this conference. This 
to me is a serious fault of your 
article. 
Also, how and where was the 
conferenee idea originated? 
You said Terry Gibney "led" the 
conference. Is he part of the 
university structure or is he a 
student? 
Who paid for the confer ence? 
If it came out of our student 
activities fee, then I would 
expect an "official" report to 
come from our "student elite" on 
what actually transpired at the 
club Council, and Student 
Caucus. Funds for t he conference 
came from t hose groups , and t he 
Student Ombudsman's office. 
To the edit or: 
I find it quite incongruous that 
the Guardian, a paper justly 
concerned about discr iplination, 
should publish discriminatory 
classified ads. I am referring to 
ads in the Nov 15 issue which 
asks for black, male or female 
muscicians. Damn it? U a person's 
a good muscician who cares what 
color he/ she is. 
Please see for yourself the areas 
south and southwest of the picnic 
area that have been stopped of 
sod and topsoil. Walk in the 
woods west of the staff gardens 
area and try not to fall in the 
many four foot wide-three foot 
deep holes where young trees 
have been dug up. You will find 
these holes at t he end of the 
tracks that the dump trucks and 
tractors made when they 
bulldozed their way through the 
stands of young trees. 
Indeed there are very few areas 
in the woods of this campus that 
have not been touched by this 
seemed biased in favor of 
Allende is quite possibly the fact 
t hat the bias against him has 
been so successfully established 
in the United States. It started 
with P resident Nixon's comment 
that he "did not approve" of 
Allende's election to the Presi­
dency of Chile. It cont inued wit h 
the cancellation of the goodwill 
visit to Chile of the aircraft 
car rier E nterprise, which has 
been arranged months in ad­
vance, the economic blockade of 
Chile, the cancellation of aid pro­
grams already in effect, the re­
fusal of the US Government to 
Sincerely yours, 
T h 
Haydee C Seiger 
o t e eanor: 
This is a response to a letter by 
a Prof Sirkin which concerned his 
thoughts about a previous letter 
of mine which spoke out against 
our involvement in the Arab 
Israel war. First of all, I thank 
Dr Sirkin for his response in that 
the purpose of my original letter 
was to stir up controversy about 
our involvement in yet another 
[Continued on page 6) 
Pentagon' (CBS refusted to let a To the liberal arts student: clearly and completely, a certain 
congressional group hear their message. 
war. I want people to at least 
consider that our providing 
weapons is paramount to using 
them in that it would be more 
difficult to shoot anyone without 
a gun. 
Even just providing military aid 
makes u partners in murder. My 
basic point is that we are spend­
ing tax dollars lo kill people. The 
money should be spent to help 
people live. Dr Sirkin, it is not 
just the spilling of American 
blood that is a tragedy, but the 
murder of any man is an unjusti­
fiable tragedy whether it be done 
with the approval of the state 
such as in war or with the states' 
disapproval as in shooting your 
neighbor for his money. 
Dr Sirkin seems to take offense 
at some of the remarks I made 
concerning the Jews. My 
purpose in writing these remarks 
were not to elicit any particular 
person's animosity but to state 
the facts as I see them. The Jews 
have been militarily the 
aggressors in this war as one can 
plainly see by looking at the land 
they control now as compared 
with that they started with. 
They do consider themselves 
God's chosen people or I have a 
gross misunderstanding of their 
religion. Dr Sirkin seems to be 
making the excuse for contem­
porary Jewish aggression of pre­
vious Jewish plight such as the 
murder of six million Jews by the 
Nazis in WWII. 
If this were an adequate excuse, 
then anything could be justified 
by saying "My ancestors suf­
fered." The murder of Jews is de­
plorable, but murder by Jews is 
no less deplorable. As to my 
remark that "Jews would 
probably charge us even higher 
prices for oil than the Arabs if 
the Jews in this country were 
any example," the Jews of this 
country are known for their ruth­
less business dealings with those 
outside the religion. "How can 
they do this and still remain in 
business," you ask? They play 
the game of great advertising for 
lousy merchandise that is over­
priced when you consider the 
quality of the merchandise. The 
classic examples, here in the 
Dayton area, are Goldman's 
Bargain Barn and Beerman's De­
partment Stores. 
As for the purpose of your 
letter Dr. Sirkin, if it was meant 
as constructive criticism, it 
seems to have failed greatly. If it 
was meant as to discredit my 
position of my being against 
helping the Jews (or the Arabs 
for that matter) in war, it was 
probably very successful due to 
your having used the conforming 
arguments (by inuendo of course) 
that people like to hear. You 
were cutting down the crum who 
dared stand up against societies' 
dictates. In effect, you said that 
this man's ideas are misconcep­
tions caused by his being a bigot 
and stupid. 
Well, if being a bigot means 
recognizing facts about a group 
of people, then I guess that I am 
a bisrot. If I am stupid, then I am 
tapes). The same media ruined 
Thomas Eagleton with unproven 
statements (Jack Anderson had 
his 'undisclosed sources' too). 
I urge the press to move 
forward to find out the truth. 
However, stop trying to impress 
us with the 'integrity' and 
'nobility' of Mr Nixon's critics in 
Washington. As Walter Cronkeit 
would say, 'That's the way it is'. 
Bob Spidel 
To the editor: 
The Sisters of Kappa Delta Chi 
\ Sorority were overwhelmed with 
the response to our annual 
Kappa Delta Chi Sweetheart 
Campaign. We would like to 
glad of it for I certainly would no.t thank the University Community 
wish to be smart enough to ad­ for their generosity and the 
vocate murder. Guardian for their unbiased sup­
port. The ten participating 
Sincerely, organizations along with stu­
dents, faculty, staff and admini­
Fritz Knese strators who dropped money in 
the voting boxes raised $403.00 
To the editor: not bad for five day's work! 

Truly the Watergate affair is a This is the most money ever 

tragic time in the history of our raised by the campaign and will 

country (although some people make quite a Christmas Party for 

are enjoying every minute of it). some kids who really need and, 

As a loyal supporter of the like all little kids, deserve a great

President in 1972 I have become Christmas. 

more and more disillusioned with For those interested in the out­

the passing of every week. The come, Kappa's 1973 Sweetheart 

President claims that some is Alpha Xi Delta's Candidate, 

people are out to get him, which Bill Roberts. 

may very well be true. However, Once again, thanks to all of you 

Mr Nixon seems intent on who contributed to our effort. 

getting himself with some of his The Sisters of Kappa Delta Chi 

recent actions. (i e His disclosure 

that two important tapes did not To the editor: 

exist). I was pleased to see the re­

However, I am becoming joinders of Professors Berry and 

nauseated at the incredible news Wachtell to my recent letter. I 

coverage of the affair. First we hope there will be more, both 

were treated to the TV coverage from students and faculty, since 

of the hearings with that great that is what I intended when I 

Constitutionalist Sam Erwin originally wrote to the Guardian. 

presiding. 'Senator Sam', as he is My letter was very carefully

lovingly called by the media, has thought out, and I am willing and 

voted against almost all major eager to defend it in public de­

civil rights laws. Senator Montya · bate, with anyone, at any

has to have a forty-five minute mutually convenient time and 

explanation before he under­ place. I can be reached c/o the 

stood what a tax audit was. Then History Department. 

Senator Inouye was offended, 

and rightly so, by the remarks of Sincerely,

John Erlichman's lawyer about Marlin Arbagi

that 'little Jap'. 

Indeed the remark was To the editor: 
disgusting, but was it any more Recently, I was fortunate 
so than referring to Erlichman as enough to hare the opportunity
a "kraut" or as a member of the to revisist my Alma Mater for an 
Prussian general staff? Or was it afternoon to see the new library 
worse than calling him a liar on and other new facilities of 
national TV and them denying it Wright State. I was favorably
(later admitting that he might impressed by all these new ad­
have said it)? Flnally we have ditions. 
Senator Herman Talmadge. One "remodeled" addition, that 
Being a native of Georgia I am in all honesty, saddened me, was 
well aware of his 'honesty'. the recent painting of a dirty
Seeing him on a committee to pink of the large rock in the 
investigate corruption, I now founder's quad. I was informed 
know how the Germans felt with by a friend that the credit for this 
the Soviets sitting on the sad state of affairs could be given 
Nuremburg Tribunal. to one of the sororities of Wright
Now we have the most recent State. I acknowledge that such a 
TRB article in the Guardian (Nov work as this does not represent
1). In its last paragraph, the the humor of the great majority 
article describes Archibald Cox. of Greeks at WSU. But to those 
"Put him in knee britches and he few who get their kicks our of 
would have done well among painting rocks I would only
those Forefathers in Philadelphia question the type of a name you
in 1787. He brough a bit of give to the organization you
nobility to Washington. Mr profess to represent. It certainly
Integrity." I suppose it was is not favorable...Next time, try
'integrity', or maybe it was and act your age, if at all 
'nobility' which made 'Honest possible. , 

Archie' tell Senators Kennedy Sincerely,

(another man of 'integrity') and 
 Kenneth Williams 
Hart about the investigation into 
the ITT case. To the editor: 
The President may very well 
deserve to be impeached and In response to the letter con­
convicted: Certainly many recent cerning a WSU drillteam by 
events have shaken my faith in Mary E Retsch on November 15, 
his ability to govern. However, it I would like to say that if Ms 
is time for the media to take a Retsch knows some people who 
long, hard look at itself. The chose not to come to Wright 
media made Colonel Anthonly State because we did not have a 
Herbert a national hero without drillteam, I am glad they didn't 
digging into the real facts. The come. 
media presented the incredibly 
fraudulent 'Selling of the Shirley Armstrong 
Why does the Liberal Arts stu­
dent have difficulty in fulfilling 
his science requirement? 
Perhaps it's the maze of techni­
cal jargon he must combat in 
order to understand the theory. 
The Geology dept tries not to 
mystify and bewilder a student 
with the complexities of science 
but rather to teach him an under­
standing of the value of science. 
There are many geologic factors 
in human life. Earthquakes, vol­
canoes and sedimentation are 
some of the phenomena which af­
fect communities and also 
provide information which helps 
shape scientific ideas. The 
harmonious or violent interplay 
of subterraneous forces is as 
fascinating as land sculpture by 
streams, fossils and evolution, or 
the discovery and development 
of natural resources. 
The hour and a half seemed de­
voted, not to winning supporters 
of the Fifth Estate, but, rather, 
to Norman Mailer and his ability 
to use many words to say 
nothing. 
Why did Norman Mailer speak? 
There's probably more to the 
answer than satisfaction of ego. 
Mike Holloran 
To the editor, 
"Education?" or "Praise to the 
Voices!" 
Right-on people! Now that the 
newspapers have attacked Presi­
dent Nixon, lets all get into the 
act. Even if we, college students, 
don't know all the facts or even 
any of the facts we should jump 
All taught with a simplicity that on the bandwagon and voice the 
enables the student to realize full "OPINION." 
value of science and its import­ Yes-sir-ee, we are college 
ance in relation to the environ- students and when we read the 
ment. all-truthful newspapers we are 
going to right the wrong. Even if 
Bonnie Evans there is not any . wrong, we are 
Student Assistant going to right it anyway. Just 
Goelogy department imagine it, in the air of science 
wsu around wsu and other universi­
ties, students are taking action to
To the editor: impeach the president because 
the newspapers and news-people 
Norman Mailer's lecture of have suggested it. Yap!, without 
October 31 was unimpressive. any investigation or due process
Because a two thousand dollar a lot of students are signing
lecture should be very much worthless papers for impeach­
worth hearing, it was also a dis- ment and or showing "their 
appointment. concern for their country." What 
To be merciful would be to say nerve the President has to fire 
that Norman Mailer is a very his workers! Who does he think 
poor public speaker. he is, the boss of the Cabinet? 
He did not speak clearly. If his Man, I tell you, when students 
slurred speech was indicative of stand-up and say something
the- effects of inebriation, his people listen. 
progression of ideas and train of you mean to tell me you did not 
thought were even more so. know that they, the public, really
His reason for speaking was, listens? They do and when they
supposedly, the Fifth Estate, a are through listening they start 
proposed intelligence agency of talking like: "ALL college stu­
the people. dents are radical," or "ALL 
The vast majority of his time, college students always go off 
however, was spent rambling on half cocked," and "See what an 
trying to define poetry, the dif- education does for you; you can 
ference between evil and wick- get a license to act like a chicken 
edness, and the "new journa- with its head cut off." 
lism." So as a fellow student I would 
This is not to say his ideas like to thank all of those great,
lacked all connection. concerned students for voicing
They were connected the way my opinion as well as theirs and 
one could connect salt-water at the same time giving college
taffy with the price of chicken campuses a_ great air of 
feed in Burma and show the "R$SPECT?" 
effect they have had on the US Oh, one other thing, long live 
space program. the President of these UNITED 
Public speaking is the art of STATES: Richard M Nixon .... 
making an audience understand, Frederic Roth IV 
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Many at:tend ln Kegerrels' lnauguration 

Dr Robert Kegerreis and his wife Ms Kay Kegerreis receive 
their food at the Students Inaugural Di,nner given by Student 
Caucus. 
Students, faculty , administrators, and dignitaries participated 
in the inauguratwn festivies for Dr Robert Kegerreis. 
Kegerreis is the second president at WSU in the schools ten 
· year's history. 
Dr Robert Kegerreis delivers inaugural address. 
photos by 
Mike lnderrieden 
Dr Robert Oelman, cAairerStudents escort Gov John Gilligan to the inauguration. 
of WSU's Board of 
Trustees. 
8 Guardian November 29, 1973 
3ample book form Sell books at book boardDept & Course # ...................... :................................................ .

Bood Title & Author................................................................ .. 
 Remember the now defunct It's strictly between the buyer quarter classes may be posted
student government's exchange? and seller," he added. with the board.Class........................................................................................ .. 
 If you do, you may also Ehrlich also referred to the · "I feel the book board's the firstCondition & Price.................................................................... .. 
 remember how the book "desire to keep it down to a step in a much neededName and Seller..... ........................... .... .................................. .. exchange also failed due 
 to buyer and seller." alternative," said Ehrlich. "I'mPhone#....................................: ................................................ . 
 incompetent management and "The book exchange didn't work hoping it will find a healthyNotice#..................................................................................... . 
 lack ·of student interest. in the past," said Ehrlich, "and following and will perpetuateDear Fellow Students of Wright students to post notice of books Well, starting Monday, stu­ unless you employ full-time itself just out of need by theState University: . for sale. The location will be in dents will have another opportu­ people, it won't work in the student body."
Millett Hall, across the hall from nity to sell back their used books future." Ehrlich added, "We're veryWith the Fall quarter well the Dean of Students Office. at competitive prices with the Ehrlich said the book board may much in hopes that this will bebehind us I am sure many of my Cards will be provided along WSU Bookstore. move into the new student successful. We welcome anyfellow students are busy regis­ with a large bulletin board But, instead of another book lounge as soon as Allyn cafeteria suggestions for additions to thetering and preparing for the (24'x4'). exchange, a bulletin board for moves to the basement of Millett proposed plan."Winter quarter. Along with reg­ In the past, book exchanges selling books will be set up in the spring. "If it doesn't work, we want toistration you may be thinking were attempted on campus, yet outside the Dean of Students A list of all books for winter know about it," said Davenport.about purchasing the required they did not work out well be­ office in 105 Millett.

textbooks needed for upcoming cause a centralized location was Each student wishing to sell a View from the Bridge
classes. In remembering the never found and no supervision book will be provided with a form 

usual course of events it is not was really provided for buying telling the book, the class, and

uncommon to find yourself and selling, as many people who the student's name, address and 
 Opens tomorrow
spending upwards of thirty or participated in this program will phone number.
forty dollars per quarter to get remember. With the Used Book The board, which consists of 
BY FRANCES TUGGU: finds that he has fallen in love
the needed books. staff reporter' with her and refuses to let herBoard arrangement for buying three 4 x 8 boards, will be A married man deeply in loveIn the past, a student might and selling are up to the indi­ divided into colleges and course go. 
have been able to borrow books viduals and as long as that levels 100 to 600. Each form will 
with the niece that he and his Through Eddie's determination 
from friends yet with the strides wife have raised. The young Ital­ to keep his niece close, he endsperson keeps a record of his card be put under the appropriate
made in our modern times con­ number, an up to date mainte­ college and level. 
ian who comes between them and up pulling everything down on
the final result-tragedy. top of himself. stant updating of materials is nance of this board will be pos­ Then, any student who needs
necessary to keep us abreast sible. used books for winter quarter 
Opening tomorrow evening, A Robert Bailey portrays Eddie, 
here in our academic community. At present we hope that we will classes will go to the board and 
View From The Bridge will be Lin Rima plays Bea, and Jacalyn 
As materials are updated, re­ performed in the new Celebra­ Prete is Catherine.be able to get a current list of look to see if books he reads are
quirements in our courses books needed for the upcoming being offered for sale. 
tion Theatre of the Creative Arts Bill Buhrrnaster and Michael 
change and older texts just won't Building at 8:30 pm. Markus play the two immigrantsquarter that will be placed near The book board will last from
be useful. We are then faced with the Used Book Board. This will December 3 to January 11. If it is 
Written by Arthur Miller, the Marco and Rudolpho, re­
play is a modern classic and a spectively.the situation of not only paying make it quite simple to find out if successful, it will be continued tragedy in the classic form. Directed by Abe J Bassett thegreat sums of money for classes you can save some money by for spring quarter.
but paying hundreds of dollars using the board. The Used Book 
The view the title speaks of is play has been in rehersal
The idea for the book board from the Brooklyn Bridge into a approximately four weeks.for textbooks during our Board will be operational from
academic careers. December 3 to January 11 to 
came from WSU student Stu teeming Italian-American water­ According to Bassett the play is 
I, along with the Dean of Stu­ offer maximum coverage for the 
Ehrlich in cooperation with the front neighborhood. corning along "on schedule" while
Dean of Student office.dents Office, feel that an alterna­ quarter. Centered around the household the last few days of rehersal are 
tive for purchasing used books is In the hopes that this will be the 
Ken Davenport, associate dean of longshoreman Eddie Carbone, "devoted to polishing and per­
of students, said the bulletin the play presents a complex sit­ fecting" the play.needed on campus. We in no way beginning of a long life for an boards should be in by tomorrow.are planning to compete with the effective book exchange pro­
uation. A View From The Bridge will 
Bookstore yet propose a reason­ gram, I remain yours Unlike the defunct book Eddie and his wife Bea have run Nov 30-Dec 8. Price of admis­
able and easy plan. The proposed Respectfully, 
exchange, Davenport said the raised their niece Catherine from sion is 50 cents for WSU stu­
objective is as follows: To Stuart Ehrlich 
book board will have "no birth. However, now that dents, $1.50 for high school stu­
provide a centralized location for Student, WSU 
overhead, no having books Catherine has grown up, Eddie dents and $2.00 for adults.
stolen." 
UCB BONANZA
December 1 

University Center 9-1 am 

eDance in Cafeteria 
efree Refreshments 
. cartoons 
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American Graffiti: active, Ovely, warm. • • 

BY GARY BROCK steady girlfriend. Supporting the four main 1862, but to make one set in 1962 the background almost constant­

staff reporter Paul DeMont, as John, portrays characters are Cindy Williams is more of a problem than one ly throughout the film, 44 

From the American
moment a James Dean hot-rod hood type, who portrays Ronny Howards mi_ght think. vintage songs in all. 
Graffiti begins, the audience is but is really a nice guy. DeMont girlfriend, Wolfman Jack, and All of the costumes, props, sets, Amrican Graffitti is directed by
hooked on the film. is so realistic in his role that it McKenzie Phillips, who almost hairstyles, and locations were George Lucas, and he does an 
The theatre goes dark, and the almost seems as if someone put steals the show. There is not carefully done to give the outstanding job. He also wrote 
screen is suddenly filled with a him in suspended animation in much that I can tell you about impression of America, in the the screenplay, along with Gloria 
shot of a hamburger stand - circa 1962 and revived him just in time her without going into detail, so early 1960's. This is done Katz and Willard Huyck, and 
1962. to make the film. He's that good. she just has to be seen to be flawlessly, and, to the directors dialogue is great. The film was 
At the same instant the The star of the film was Charlie believed. credit, one might almost think produced by Francis Coppola,
soundtrack begins the opening Smith, who played "Toad." Toad What is so great about the film that the film WAS made in 1962. the same man who produced and 
verse of Bill Haley and the is not very good-lOoking, short, is that the situations that the The soundtrack of the film adds directed The Godfather. 
Comet's "Rock Around the mopic dreamer. He is the characters get into are all to the nostalgia aspect of the American Graffiti is an active,
Clock." hopeless fall-guy, the perenial believable. They have fun, they film. Songs like "At The Hop," lively, warm film. It is as real and 
As the musiC continues the loser, and Smith plays the role get· into trouble, and they say "Sixteen Candles," "Get A Job," down-to-earth as any film I have 
audience comes alive with the with unprecedented skill and and do things that you would "Chantilly Lace," and "Rock seen in a long time. America 
nearly Rock sound. style. For someone relatively expect of teenagers in 1962. Around The Clock" all add to the Graffiti should not just be seen, it 
Some clap in time, others sing new to films, Smith's acting is on This is a major asset of the film. feel of the times that the film is should be felt. 
along with Bill Haley and even a a level all his own It is easy to make a film set in dealing with. There is music in
few dance. 
It's dance party time, JFK and 
Krushchev hot rods, D.A.'s, 
• • •The Devil in Miss Jones, a well done sex filmBuddy Holly, and ponytails all over again. 
hell" he says "it will break up the their lives. They laughed, madeAmerican Graftitti is a delight, BY GARY BROCK The movie was just starting, so 
monotony." He then sends her dirty remarks remotely relatedin both sight and sound. It is a staffreponer my companion and I found a seat 
through a door that leadsgenuinely funny movie, rich in There are times when the and prepared ourselves to be to to the activity on the screen, and 
several days of the most constantly remarked as to howinsight, humor, and message. It audience at a sex film can be just disappointed. I say disappointed 
explicite, carnal, revealingis without doubt the best film I as interesting as the film itself. because, until now, I had never sex gross everything was. 
acts that I have ever seen on the One. indignant man, apparentlyhave seen this year, and the best This was the case when I went to seen a sex film that lived up to 

film that I have seen since 2001: see The Devil In Miss Jones last my expectations. movie screen. overwhelmed by the sexual acts 

It would . have made LindaA Space Odyssey in 1969. Saturday night t the Art Most X-rated films shown today on the screen, began making 

The plot of American Graffiti is Theatre. are what is known as teasers, Lovelace blush. loud, derogatory remarks aimed 

Miss Jones engages in justsimple and basic. The film follows This film has been playing in they really don't deserve the at the film. His oratory included, 
about every sex act imaginable. "I've seen animals do it betterthe exploits of four teenage boys Dayton for the past 24 weeks and X-rating. 
Oral sex, anal° sex, group sex,on the night before two of them has drawn large crowds at The Devil In Miss Jones, than that!," "If I wanted to see 
lesbian sex; you name it - she did shit like that I could go to aare destined to leave for college. almost every evening showing. I however, did live up to my 
it, all in living color, all explicitly farm," and finally having risen.The two college-bound youths had read and been told a great expectations and was, most 

are Kurt, played by Richard deal about the film and finally my assur.edly, deserving of the shown right before your eyes. from his seat to leave, he gave

My eyes, however, had anDreyfuss, and Steve, played by curiosity got the best of me. X-rating. the audience a brief yet thorough
embarrassing tendency to stray lecture on morality, "Do youRonny Howard. Their two I have always been rather leary The story concerns a woman, 
from the screen during some offriends are John, played by Paul of X-rated films in the past for Miss Jones, who has led a life of people think that's natural. How 

· LeMont, and Toad, played by several reasons. First, the moral restraint and virginity. In the more gross sceens. · can you sit there and watch that 

Charlie Smith. X-rated films I have seen have desperation for her miserable life Right in the middle of some shit? This is directly against the 

particularly revealing sex act IRichard Dreyfuss as Kurt gives been of relatively poor quality, she commits suicide in her word of the Lord, and if you have 
a fine believable performance as the photography has been rotten, bathtub with a razor blade. developed an astonishing urge to any religion in you, you will get 
count the number of tiles on thea "young intellectual before-his- the acting silly and tne script She dies and goes before a up and leave this theatre with 
floor, the number of hairs on the me!"times character. The problems sophomoric. reviewer who informs her she is . 
head of the guy sitting in front ofhe faces in this one night are real, I was told the Devil In Miss destined to Hell. She becomes The Devil In Miss Jones should 
and the audience can easily Jones was not like this, however, upset, not because she is going to me, or anything else that would be seen, if only to experience a 
keep my eyes from looking at theidentify with him. and so I took the chance and saw Hell, but because she is going to relatively well-done sex film. The 
Ronny Howard, of "Mayberry" the film. Hell for something like suicide. movie screen. acting is qu~te good, with 
fame is not quite as believable or The first thing that impressed She asks the reviewer to give I was, in all honesty, too ·Georgina Spelvin g1vmg a 
as good an actor as Dreyfuss, but me was the admission price - her the chance and the time to embarrassed to look. credable ·performance as Miss 
Many people in the audience Jones.still gives a creatable perfor- three dollars. This is a little commit a sin that is worthy of 
shared my feelings. Most of themance as the other college-bound steep, but I thought there must eternal damnation. That sin is The photography was good, and. 
people were middle-aged couples . the director, Gerald Damiana,youth who's problems revolve be a good reason for this, so I lust. 
who really didn't know, or never~his relationship with his paid the price and went in. The reviewer agrees, "What th~ gave the film plot, direction, and 
dreamed, that a film could continuity, something that most 
possibly show erections, ejacula­ sex films lack. Damiana's otheriiiii----------------------------------...-----M tions, penatrations, or anything film may be better known to 
else that was in abundance in most people, incidently, it wasubc cinema The Devil In Miss Jones. called "Deep Throat."
There were two couples sitting 
behind my fiance and I, and theySPECIAL! seemed to be having the time of 
The'W<>rld's 
Ymmortal 
Taken from the book by
fidventure! Eric Marie Remarque 
VOTED ONE OF THE TEN BEST 

BY THE FILM DAILY AND 

NATIONAL BOARDofREVIEW

"' ,,,,,~j One of the first features to 
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Sunday - December 2 6:30 &8:45 pm3 BIG DAYS 
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I L ~ 	 Class·11·1eds Attention Alcoholi c.s tI /Ro~rl~ 	 Sigma Tau Epsilon is hold- II-News Shorts..--­ I Lost: A very cherished and ing a liquor raffle. Tickets I
sentimental poncho was are 25 cents apiece or 5 for I 
Rehab Club Meets 
Eco-Action II I Male Roommate Wanted> lost in UC. Would appreci- $1, and will be·sold in foyer ,I for winter and spring ate very much if person of Allyn Hall cafeteria. IEco-Action II meets I quarter. Bonnie Villa,The student rehabilita- . who found it would return Students, teachers- Christ- Ievery Thursday at 4 pm in I apartments,tion club will meet Monday room 175 Brehm Labora­ $90 per it. Reward. Call 399-8372. mas is coming - for perfect I
at 4 pm in room 043 of the tory. 
·I month, own bedroom, Ask for Joy. Thank you. gift ideas try Avon I
yniversity Center. Plans prefer gay or liberal products. For informationNew members and ideas I minded. Stephan-274-4197 -~~L I Joy Booghier. ICe.)} contact-will be made for a Christ- welcome. 	 I after 5:30 weekdays. . ::~~ : -__,: . - ,_ ct'>t~ .. \ 399-8372, 4822 Curtis Dr.,. mas party. I 
Job Interviews 
I Wanted: Rommate and -~:,,. -- _ ~,;~- c-::~ \ Springfield. I
Phi Eta Tau I attendent t<J share apart- It's not on page 3 or 4 For sale: 1972 Olds Gutless I
The ment in Fairborn. Will payGreater Cleveland I $70 00 k C 11 either. If you put it in s 442, silver wi'th black. IPhi Eta Tau honorary so­ Growth Association will 87'8-
·
2338· 
a wee · a News Shorts I'll kill my- vinyl roof, 455 engine, 4ciety will hold its first again sponsor its 10th I self. No kidding. I will. speed, crager wheels, hood Imeeting Friday, Nov 30, at annual College Job Inter­ I Gary B. scoops, many extras. $28004 pm, room 201 Millett. view Center on December Female graduate stqdent Call Tom 27 4-6109 or II
26, 27 and 28 at the Shera­
I in physics needs to find Maybe my article is under Donna 277-8515. Isomeone with whomton-Cleveland Hotel. While to the pink rock in the quad. I

Accountants offer Scholarship other US cities hold similar 
II share an apartment. Leave looked, but all I found was Humidifier - new, fits on I

programs, Cleveland is one 
message for Dr. Listerman a dead sorority sister. I'm furnace, any size home. I

of the few to carry on re­
I in Physics office. still looking but if I don't Can install. List price

Ohio Society of Certified I Furnished apt near I-75,
gardless of the fluctuating find it soon, I'll blow up the $129.50, sacrifice 	 $75. IPublic Accountants Educa­ I
tional Foundation Student 
economic conditions. nice large three room, new Guardian office. This is my 864-1490. I
The Center offers upcom­ I kitchen, bath $120. Call last warning. Stop me 	 ILoan Fund was established ing graduates of two and Ann 223-0720. before I kill more. Gary B. Hunters - Gun collectors - Iin 1968 by the Ohio Society
of 	 Certified · Public 
four year colleges, gradu­ I Alright, who put my ar ticle for sale: 30.06 shells, new, IAc­ Boarder, farmhouse, New
count ants Educational 
ate schools and returning I 
Carlisle, share expenses 
in 1-M Shorts? You idiots 150 gr. Remington. Ten 
Foundation through the ef­
veterans with degrees who I B45-9146 think you're funny, but I boxes, $4.25/ box. 864-1490. Iare Greater Cleveland resi­forts of the Accountancy 	 I think you're not. Gary B. Idents, the opportunity to 	 For sale: '62 Triumph TR4Department of Wright 	 I Rooms for Rent: plus r ide Towhomitmayconc-rn: in good conditionmeet Cleveland area em­	 with IState University to assist ployers at a central loca­ , I t o school, Call 277-8801. Today'sprov-rbis:"Wh-nw- many new parts, Call Iworthy students majoring tion. I Farmhouse needs addition· doill,th-d-vilist-mptingus;w 426-7549 and ask for Marc. Iin accountancy. The recipi­	 al roommate. Prefer fe.Further information can h-nw-don ingw-ar-t-mpti For Sale: One 135 mili­ent must be a junior, senior be obtained at the Growth 1 male. Call 1-335-1061. nghim."Som-foodforthougli meter f2.5 lense to Nikonor graduate student and t:y oucan'tjudg-widowsorh II
must be attending WSU on 
Association or at the Place­ I ors-swithouthandlingth-m. with carrying case and UV I
a full-time basis. The Fund 
ment Office. I Y-llow Journalistically filter. Call Mike ext 277.
is administered by the Stu­ I Yours, I
dent Aid Office. Tickets for Humble Pie I Th- Good-Tim- Girls For sale: 1971 Gremlin "X" I
The loan is interest free Many competition options I
until after the termination I FREE! Cats for Christmas~ 20 MPG. $1850.Tickets for Humble Pie at I 	 one white & gray short-of full-time studies of the 	 1967 Jeepster Convertible, IHara Arena and UCBrecipient. On that date, the 	 hair; two resemble Per- 4 wheel drive, low and high IMadrigal dinner are avail­	 Iinterest begins to accrue at 	 sians: one orange tabby, & transfer case, $1300. Keith Iable now at the ticket I 	 one tortoise-shell. Litter-the rate of four percent (4 Roeth 335-1047.

percent) per annum. Six (6) 
counter in the UC. I Wanted: Need a male trained, mousers & gentle. I

(vocalist, 1 female vocalistmonths after the termina­ I 294-2836 I
tion of full-time studies at for group. Already 2 mem- @n~~~ For sale: '73 Dodge Chai- I_I 	 hers one male, one female. _the University the repay­	 lenger, 340 engine, power 
ment period begins. Pay­
WSU President Robert II If interested or know any ~ ,\) , · steering, brakes, auto, air, II
Kegerreis will hold his first one interested please AM-FM stereo. $3550.ments are due every three open meeting with stu­ contact Ms GH, 263-4975 ormonths thereafter in a min­	 849-1103 after 6. Idents on December 5 at I 263-0396 or 263-0416 after Rides to Denver. Leavingimum of Fifty ($50.00) Dol­	 I 7 pm.
lar principal amount plus 	
12:30 pm. The meeting will around Dec 15, return for For Sale: Northwestern I
be held in the Upper I Winter quarter. Share gas.interest until principal and 	 Golf Clubs -- 3 woods, 8 I 
interest have been repaid 	
Hearth Lounge of the Uni­ Help wanted-students .to Call Dale, 434-5382. irons. Never used. $75. I
versity Center. I work part-time afternoons wanter: Riders or rides for Dial 324-0120 Mike.in full. Everyone is invited to I · and weekends. Contact winter quarter. Monday For Sale: (1) general tire Iattend. I food service manager. night 7-9:30 pm. Spring- 8.25 x 14 exc tread $5.00 II Univ Center. field. Dial 324-0120 Sandy. also (2) 14" Chevy rims exc I
Help Wanted: $2.00 an Would like to start car pool cond $5.00 Each or Trade. II hour. Mothers helper. From Belmont Area, Call for (2) 14" Ford rims. CallI Huber Heights, Time Darrell, 254-9906 call 293-3955 After six pm M-F IFIRESTONE 	 I flexable, 2 girls, 3 years & after 4 pm. For Sale: '62 Chev Impala I
I 3 months. Call ex 468. 4-door, 283 power glide. IDesperately need ride be­1 	 Over 21, ·excellent part- tween 11and3 from Need- Good engine, trans, body. I
time work in food service more and North Dixie Needs tune-up, has waterSTORES I at Sugarcreek Ski Hills, area. Will help pay for gas. leak, back door won't lock II 5-10 pm. Fantastic added Call 890-2879. Ask for Gail. $90~00 256-8076. I104 Woodman Drive I bonus for ski enthusiast. For Sale: Motorcycle jack- ICall 228-9356 only. Miamisburg students inte-Airway Shopping Center I 	 et, black leather just like Irested in forming a day- Marlon Brando. $20. Call IWanted: Experienced male time car pool for the winter Tim ext 638.
Dayton, Ohio 
II vocalist for rock/blues quarter, please call Chris I
group. Call 274-2063 or at 866-4182. For Sale: two saddles, one II 	 1-335-8068. Interested in a car poo1· is an English hunting sad­253-8168' • ~------ ' from Colony Apts (near die, with pad and running II -· -~;~ I..~J F't)\.\.tl i> Forest Park Plaza) to martingale. The other is II · ,,; i~ WSU, Mon-Fri. Please call western, with bridle and IATTENTION I I -~__:.. ~ "' Laurel 275-6326. 	 fringed pad. $100 each. Ph I233-0596 after 6 pm, askI Lost: silver ring with small for Jeni. II turquoise stone. If found For Sale: 1972 Duster, new IALL WRIGHT STATE STUDENTS AND I please call 275-33E tires, real fine condition, I
EMPLOYEES ONLY. WE HAVE SPECIAL I Lost: Silver wire rim $1800, call Michael after 4 I
PRICES FOR YOU ON EVERYTHIN~ WE I glasses somewhere on pm, 276-3557· I
campus. Reward. Call RickSELL: TIRES, SHOCKS, BRAKE AND 	 FOR SALE: Siamese Blue II 890-0771. Typing! Term papers, point (male, neutred).FRONT ENO WORK; AND MANY OTHER I essays, etc, quick and Siamese lilac (frost) point IHas anybody seen my clean. 50 cents per page. d) B hCAR NEEDS_ TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 	 I article? It was supposed to Call Carol 233-6073, even- (female, not spaye . ot II be in this issue but I can't 81/2 months old and veryYOUR DISCOUNT ON OUR MAJOR 	 Iseem to find it. I don't ings. • 	 good with children. Regis- IAPPLIANCES, TV AND STEREOS, I think it's very funny at all, 	 tered and shots. Phil Cave111•-1,'._
W-ASHERS, DRYERS, AND MANY MORE. 	
I really. Gary B. 236-4377· II Alright you bozo's, where's 65 Dodge Coronet, 6 cylin- ISTOP IN AND SEE US, WE WOULD I 	 my story? I'm getting fed 'fJ ~ der, 3 speed on column. I
up with this shit. It's not onLIKE ro MEET YOU. I For Sale: '69 Duster, new Fair condition. Never ran Ipage one or two (where it tires, real fine cond, $1800 hard. Good tires. Economi­1 belongs) so where is it? Call Michael after -4. 276- cal. $400 or reasonable of- I...._______________________________.J·I Gary B. . 3557. 	 fer. 372-6070. 
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BY HAL ROBERTS players) -here, you're going out game. One slogan he might use getting our degree from Wright
staff reponer 
 in front of the public and once could be "Basketball is life." Or a State. I believe as far as studying

John Ross, WSU's basketball you go out in front of the public carryover of it. 
 goes, I do study harder becausecoach, believes in covering every in a basketball uniform they can As Ross sees it: he stresses that all the time,"aspect of the situation. Take the pretty well recognize your "As an athletic coach I think we Greg reveals.

player's attitude for instance. number but out in public you have to see the overall carryover Jim Brown, the other assistant
"I don't only want the highest of don't have that number on.' We 
 of athletics," he proclaims. "I coach, was hired specifically as a
attitude on the floor," he demand the best of attitude think it has to be preparation for counselor for the athletes. He
emphasizes. "I demand this off toward the opponent, the fans, life. To take some of the keeps records on academicthe court also. We don't want and the officials." problems of life, I think it's much progress of the basketballcharacters; we want good The fact is Coach Ross sees 	 easier for ex-athletes to do this. I players and is ready to advise
character~. I tell them (the more in basketball than just a think... athletes don't realize this each in the event of problems.
but they're going to be better Brown is extremely satisfied in
people because of it, because of his position. As he puts it, "I'd
some of the pride, disciplines, rather be an assistant under
stamina, and sacrifices they John than a head coach
make as a team member." anywhere else. I agree 10(1>/o
John Ross is a multi-talented with his philosophy."
man who can successfully handle When Ross recruits, he tells his
many different situations. In prospects one main thing-- the
1963-64 he took Dayton Bel­ truth.
mont's High School team and "We lost one young man this Coach John Ross
molded them into an almost year," Ross recalls, "who was to Wright State. He claims,
unbeatable outfit when very few interested in medical school. We "When I first came here I didn't
coaches could have accomplished could not convince him we are hav the best training habits but
this. But let Ross' assistant coach going to have a medical school. I've improved on those now."
Ray Ridenour, a starting guard We could honestly say we think That's how John Ross handles
on that learn explain: we're going to have a medical the Wright State basketball
"In '64, I don't think it's any school. But we can't guarantee program. He covers every
secret that there were some this. We lost this athlete because aspect.
internal problems that went on of this ."
as juniors. I think the main thing Or.der follows Ross and his men
Mr Ross did was combine all of us wherever they go. Take the Bring coffee cups
and make us realize that we had Raider lockerroom on road trips
to do things together both on and for instance. Mike Smith, Chemistry, and
off the floor...work together as a Ross reports, "We are their Phil Malone, Geology, will
WSU pool will be · closed Sunday due to YMCA invitational 	
team. A lot of people said (home team) guests and I expect provide a coffee cup testing
swim meet. 	 anybody could have taken our our players to be just like a guest service for members of the
team and won the state would be going into someone campus community sponsored by
championship. I don't believe else's living room. I've seen the Brehm Laboratory for
that. It took a certain kind of teams for example eat oranges at Enviromental Sciences.
\ Route 68 	 individual." halftime and when the games Low-gloss, earthenware pottery 
, The Village of Yellow Springs
I
7 
To ring out the old and bring in over there's orange peels all over seems to be a common type ofWhat is here is special friendly, thoughtful unique the new, Greg McCurdy, center that lockerroom floor. I don't material for coffee cups used in
on Ross' present team, constant­ believe in this. You wouldn't do offices and at home.and affordable. Come and see us for your ly is reminded of what it's like to that in someone's living room and To determine if your coffee cupholiday needs. 	 play under a coach who is we don't expect you to do that in is leaching lead, all members of
interested in the educational side someone's lockerroom." the WSU community, students,•Food •Wine •Beer •Flowers •Yarns •Plants of his player's~lives. Senior guard Tim Walker leads faculty, and staff, are invited to"He stresses all the time about a more healthful life since coming bring their coffee cups to the•Jewelry •Hardware •Clothing •Handicrafts lobby of the Brehm Laboratory
no later than Monday noon,•Imports •Books •Cards •Records •Pottery December 3, 1973.
•Toys •Paintings and more The Office of Enviromental
Studies staff will call when theall of it more wonderful than anyplace else test on your cup is completed, or
you can repossess your cup at theDaily 11-6 *Sun 1-5 Brehm Laboratory open house on
(enough stores open to make the trip worthwhile) December 6, 1973, from 1-4 pm. 
~
A&D 
JEWELRY M~G.
HANCOCK RESEARCH NOTES 
120 North 8th Street Sales & Service
Camden, New Jersey 08102 
Telephone: [609] 365-7857 Special Order Work 
Jewelry Repair
24 Hour Mail Orders of Quality Material Complete With Biblio­
SHOWROOM 704graphy & Footnotes Lowest Prices GUARANTEED-Compare 
25 S. MAIN ST. 
DAYTON, OHIO 45402 
PHONE 223-7722
SEND $1.00 for a Complete Listing 
Gus Daskalakis Owner 
JEANS DENIMS SHIRTS "1BEER BLAST
All Styles 	 Aannel, 
r~ $1 •°0 Pitcher
Frye - Just In Jackets Etc. 	 Pabst & Schoenling 
Texas Levi's Winter HRS . 2 - 5 

Wrangler Lees Wear
G>I LEADEP.. S'rDP..E 	 Fri Hot Mud Family IM§W~! WESTERN &ENGLISH
RIDIN<i APPAREL. t. TACK
WORK WEAR DR&SS · t. WORK SHOES t. BOOTS
I 	 University Center~~~shelltr..23 E. Second St. 	 bayton, Ohio
Phone 222-4966 45402 	 Lower Level 
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I 1-M sports IGame tickets available with ID 

There is a new policy for basket­ appropriate number of games There will be 1,400 t ickets avail­
ball ticket pick-up. Any full time each quarter. As the students able for each game. All excess 
Pi Kapa Alpha Wins Turkey Trot student may get a- free ticket as receive their tickets, the. number tickets will be sold. 

long as he has an ID card with a of the game will be marked out. The tickets must be picked up 

P i Kapa Alpha won t he Turkey Trot with a start ling time of 10.04.5, sticker. A different sticker will be on 	 certain dates before each 
taking 32 seconds off last year's record. Only four seconds behind Pi The stickers can be picked up at handed out each quarter. game. 
Kapa Alpha came t he Ohio Fried Turkeys. the Athletic Office. They give the 
No Intramural Badminton 
Game Date Opponent Pick-up Date 
-Since no one signed up for Intramural Badmint on there will be no 
Int r amural Badmint on. Nov 27, 28, 29 
Saturday, Dec 8 Heidelberg Dec 4, 5, 6 
Table Tennis Finishers 
Saturd~y . Dec 1 	 Wilmington 
Thursday, Dec 20 Marietta Dec 17, 18* 
Sat urday , Dec 22 Berea Dec 19, 20, 21* 
Table Tennis will finish up Thursday, but it looks as if the best bets Thursday, Jan 3 	 Northern Ky State Jan 2, 3 
ar e Diane Turnbull and Sheldon Zamansky. Turnbull was a national Sat urday, Jan 5 Urbana 	 Jan 2, 3, 4 
winner last year a nd Zamansky won his division last year. Monday, Jan 21 Cleveland State Jan 16, 17, 18 
Wednesday, Feb 13 Tiffin F eb 11, 12, 13 
Sign Up For Intramural Bowling and Basketball Saturday, Feb 16 Wilberforce Feb 11, 12, 13 
Wednesday, Feb 20 Bellarmine Feb 18, 19, 20 
The Intramural Bowling and Basketball deadline is Dec 14. For Tuesday, Feb 26 Thomas More 	 Feb 22, 25, 26 
tho e interested it should be noted that the Bowling will be held from Saturday, Mar 2 Cedarville 	 Feb 27 , 28, Mar 1 
3: 15-6 on Wedne day for the Men and Women's leagues, with the 

mixed leagues rolling at the same time on Thursdays. 

Raiders play Wilmington Saturday 

Coach John Ross and his Wright "It is a typical Bryant coached club than last year with the Big guns for the defending Mid­ the games will be at home and 
State University basketball ball club," explains Ross. "They added depth and experience American Conference champion 	 four on the road. The next broad­
cast will be at the Colonial City squad will open its 1973-74 run a very patient offense for a available. However, with the are forward Rich Hampton and 

Classic on Dec 28-29.
season on Dec 1 at home in the young club. Yates is a very schedule we face it will be guard Phil Lumpkin. Both 
Plenty of tickets are availablePhysical Education Building strong player and works very difficult to equal last season's averaged in double figures for 
for the Wilmington game and can against Wilmington College, effectively in their shuffle record. coach Darrell Hedric last season. 
be purchased in the athletic de­Ross' alma mater. offense." 
The most improved players Miami opens its season on Dec 1 partment office in the PE Build­
The Raiders will be attempting have been Fogt and Falknor. Bill at Kentucky. The Miami game ing or can be ordered by calling 
to extend their winning streak has really worked on scoring will be televised locally over 426-6650, ext 606. Season tickets 
from last year to seven. WSU The Raiders go into the game away from the basket. Channel 2 (WLWD) and will be also can be purchased for $18, a 
won its final six games in '72-73 with basically the same starting broadcast locally by WHIO Radio savings of $6 for each season 
to finish with its first winning lineup that saw most of the "My biggest concern is with re­ (1290). ticket. 
action last season. The forwards bounding. We must do a better 

campaign, 17-5, in just three will have senior Bill Fogt (6-2, job and get more of an offensive WHIO radio has announced that 

year s of varsity ball. This also 10.5 ppg) and sophomore Lyle threat out of the center position it will broadcast eight of Wright 

will be the first complete year for Falknor (6-5, 15.7 ppg) starting. to win the big games." State's games this season, in­

WSU in its new facility. cluding the Miami game. Four of 

Thousands of Topics 
The center will be last season's Following Saturday's 8 pm $2.75 per page 
Wilmington opened the season MVP, Jim Minch (6-6, 10.3 ppg). game, the Raiders will travel ·to 
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
la t aturday at home with a The only change in the starters Oxford and play Miami in Millett mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00 
tight 59-58 win over Walsh will be at guard where sopho­ Hall on Tuesday. The Redskins Internat ional to cover postage (delivery time is 
College. The only non-freshman more Bob Grote (6-3, 6.7ppg) has beat Wright State last year, 1 to 2 days). 
in the starting lineup, junior move_d in along with sophomore 84-59, but not before WSU gave a Airport RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
Fletcher Yates, poured in 35 Rick Martin (5-9, 10.9 ppg). scare to the 'Skins in the first 30 11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2 
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